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Using three-dimensional Go lattice models with side chains for proteins, we investigate the dependence of
folding times on protein length. In agreement with previous theoretical predictions, we find that the folding
time τF grows as a power law with the chain length, i.e.,τF ∼ Nλ, whereλ ≈ 3.6 for the Go model, in which
all native interactions (i.e., between all side chains and backbone atoms) are uniform. If the interactions
between side chains are given by pairwise statistical potentials, which introduce heterogeneity in the contact
energies, then the power law fits yield largeλ values that typically signify a crossover to an underlying

activated process. Accordingly, the dependence ofτF on N is best described usingτF ∼ exN. The study also
shows that the incorporation of side chains considerably slows folding by introducing energetic and topological
frustration.

I. Introduction

Protein folding mechanisms depend not only on the archi-
tecture of the native state but also on the external conditions
(pH, salt concentration, temperature, and molecular environ-
ment). Several recent studies have argued that the folding rates
(presumably, under the conditions of neutral pH, zero salt
concentration, room temperature, and the absence of molecular
crowding) are determined solely by the architecture of the native
structure.1 Although the native topology does constrain the
ensemble of transition states (the folding nuclei have to be
topology preserving2), other factors, such as protein size and
the native state stability, also play a role in determining folding
rates and mechanisms. For instance, a direct correlation between
folding rates and stability has been noted by Clarke and co-
workers.3 They showed that for five proteins, all with immuno-
globulin-like fold, the folding rateskF correlate well with the
native state stability. On the other hand, there is a poor
correlation betweenkF and the relative contact order,1 which
quantifies the balance of local vs nonlocal native interactions.
Improved correlation may still be expected for the proteins with
R-helical orR/â architecture.4

Although the importance of native state stability in determin-
ing kF has been demonstrated, limited experimental data have
been used to argue that the length of proteins (i.e., the number
of amino acidsN) should not affectkF.1 From the polymer
physics perspective, this is somewhat surprising, because the
relaxation rates even for ideal polymer chains depend onN.
For example, the largest relaxation time in a Rouse chain scales
as N2.5 Because the size range of single domain proteins is
limited (typically less than about 200 residues), the dependence
of kF on N cannot be sharply demonstrated. In proteins, other
factors, such as amino acid sequence and the nature of local
and nonlocal interactions in the native state, could be more

dominant. Nevertheless, the mere fact that proteins are polymers
implies thatN should play some role in determining the folding
rates.6

The dependence ofkF onN has been investigated in a number
of theoretical studies.7-13 Several folding scenarios emerge
depending on the characteristic folding temperatures, namely,
the collapse temperature,Tθ, the folding transition temperature,
TF, and the glass transition temperature,Tg.7,14 For optimal
folding, for which Tθ ≈ TF, Thirumalai has predicted that the
folding time τF should scale withN as7

The dimensionality dependent exponentλ for two-state folders
is expected to be between 3.8 and 4.2.7 Simulation studies using
Go lattice models (LMs) without side chains suggest a smaller
value of about 3.11,12 These numerical studies are in broad
agreement with the theoretical predictions. The heteropolymer
nature of protein-like models could makeλ temperature de-
pendent. For two-state optimized folders there is a relatively
broad range of temperatures, whereτF remains relatively
insensitive toT.15 The N dependence ofτF outside this range
may not obey eq 1 orλ may be different.

All of the numerical studies mentioned above have been done
using LMs in which each residue is represented by a bead
confined to the vertices of an appropriate (usually cubic) lattice.
Side chain packing effects, which are crucial in the folding
process, cannot be considered in this class of LMs. A simple
way to include these in the context of LMs is to attach an
additional bead to eachR-carbon atom in a sequence.16,17Thus,
an amino acid consists now of two beads, one representing a
backbone (BB) and the other a side chain (SC). In this
polypeptide model there are 2N beads. If an appropriate
heterogeneous potential between side chains is included, then
the cooperative transition reminiscent of folding can be repro-
duced.18 Thermodynamics and kinetics of lattice models with
side chains (LMSC) have been recently reported.17,19,20

In this paper we examine the effect of rotamer degrees of
freedom on the exponentλ ( eq 1) using Go-like models.21 In
these highly simplified models, which have received consider-
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τF ∼ Nλ (1)
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able attention in recent years, only interactions present in the
native state are considered. Non-native interactions, which can
play an important role in the thermodynamics and kinetics of
folding,19,20,22are ignored. Nevertheless, several studies have
showed that the Go models provide a reasonable caricature of
certain aspects of folding.19,23,24For this model system, we find
that the exponentλ is altered by rotamer degrees of freedom.
More importantly,λ depends on the details of interactions and,
in this sense, is nonuniversal. As a technical byproduct of our
investigation we show that robust results forλ are obtained only
for those Monte Carlo move sets, which are effectively ergodic.

II. Methods

Model. In the LMSC, the energy of a conformation is17

whereεbb,εbs, andεssare BB-BB, BB-SC, and SC-SC contact
energies. The termsrij

bb, rij
bs, and rij

ss are the distances between
the ith andjth residues for the BB-BB, BB-SC, and SC-SC
pairs, respectively. Each lattice site can only be occupied by a
single bead (BB or SC) so that the self-avoidance condition is
satisfied.

We consider two versions of the Go model. In the model
GM1, εbb, εbs, andεss are chosen to be-1 for native contacts
and 0 for non-native ones. In GM2,εbb ) εbs ) - 0.2, and the
values ofεss, which depend on the nature of amino acids, are
given by Betancourt-Thirumalai statistical interaction poten-
tials.25 Thus, GM2 incorporates diversity in the interaction
energies that is known to be important in the design of foldable
sequences. The fraction of hydrophobic residues in a sequence
is approximately 0.5 as in wild-type proteins. By setting all of
non-native contact interactions to 3.0 (this value is larger than
any of Betancourt-Thirumalai couplings25), we ensure that non-
native interactions do not contribute to folding. Thus, for all
practical purposes both models exhibit Go-like characteristics.

The maximum length of sequencesN examined in our work
is 40. Investigation of scaling behavior of LMSC beyond this
limit is computationally expensive. However, scaling trends may
be reasonably established for LMs without side chains, even
for N e 40 (see Figure 2 in ref 11). Therefore, we are fairly
confident that considering LMSC withN e 40 would not
hamper our ability to analyze scaling of folding times withN.

Sequences.Protein-like sequences were obtained using the
standardZ-score optimization or by minimizing the energy of
the native state.26,27 Z-score optimization is based on Monte
Carlo simulations in sequence space aimed at minimizingZ )
(E0 - Ems)/δ, whereE0 andEms are the energy of a sequence
in the target conformation and the average energy of misfolded
structures, respectively, andδ is the dispersion in the native
contact energies. We tookEms ) c 〈B〉, wherec is average
number of nearest neighbor contacts in the manifold of
misfolded structures, and〈B〉 is the average contact energy for
a given sequence. The Monte Carlo simulations in sequence
space were done using simulated annealing protocol by generat-
ing 20 independent trajectories for each sequence. The optimized
sequence is the one with the lowestZ-score. For eachN, the
target conformations for GM1 and GM2 are identical, so the
effect of the “realistic” SC interactions can be directly addressed.

Despite its simplicity,Z-score and energy optimizations26,27

have been proven to be effective techniques for generating
designed foldable sequences withN j 100.11 Other, more
elaborate, technical methods for designing lattice protein-like

sequences have been proposed.28 For the scope of our paper
these methods are not relevant, because we are interested only
in generating foldable sequences spanning a reasonable range
of N.

Move Sets in Monte Carlo Simulations.To assess the
efficiency of the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and to check
the robustness of the results, we used four distinct move sets
(Figure 1). Move set MS1 involves only single corner (and also
tail) monomer moves. In addition to single flips, the standard
move set (SMS) also contains the crankshaft motion.29 Figure
1 shows the moves in the set MS2, which includes SMS and
additional two-monomer moves (not crankshaft ones). Move
set MS3 is implemented as described in ref 28. The validity of
MS3 has been verified for short sequences without side chains
by comparing MC results with those obtained by full enumera-
tion of lattice conformations, which is tantamount to performing
ensemble average. Thus, for MS3 ergodicity has been estab-
lished and implementation of detailed balance condition has been
also discussed.28 We have found that due to its flexibility, MS3
is far more efficient than others. The purpose of using different
MC move sets is to ensure the robustness of our results. In our
study, one MC step consists ofN MC moves, i.e., on an average
each bead in a sequence is attempted to move once during one
MC step.

Computation of Folding Times and Temperatures.For
each sequence and temperature we computed the distribution
of first passage timesτ1i, whereτ1i is the number of MC steps
needed to reach the native state starting from the unfolded state
i. The structure is considered folded if the overlap functionø
) 0.17 The folding timeτF ) (1/M)∑i)1

M τ1i, whereM ) 100 is
the number of individual trajectories. The folding time to reach
the native backbone,τF

bb, has been calculated in a similar way.
In our study, folding timesτF have been obtained at the

temperature of fastest foldingTmin located by scanning a
temperature range for each sequence. If the folding transition
temperatureTF is identified with the maximum in the fluctua-
tions of overlap function,17 then we expectTF ≈ Tmin. This
conclusion, which naturally follows from the dual requirement
of the stability of protein native state and its kinetic accessibility,
is illustrated in Figure 2 for two-state LMSC sequence withN
) 15. The observation thatTF ≈ Tmin serves as a convenient
operational condition to pinpoint the temperature of folding

E ) εbb ∑
i)1, j>i+1

N

δrij
bb,a + εbs ∑

i,j)1, j*i

N

δrij
bs,a + εss ∑

i)1, j>i

N

δrij
ss,a

Figure 1. MC move sets examined in this study: (a) MS1 is based
on single monomer corner flips (including tail ones); (b) SMS
incorporates MS1 and the crankshaft moves; (c) MS2 involves SMS
and additional two-monomer moves; (d) MS3 contains MS2 and three-
monomer moves.28
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simulations without the need of expensive equilibrium simula-
tions. Furthermore, it has been shown15 that for highly optimized
sequences there is a large plateau in the temperature dependence
of τF. This flat temperature range typically includesTmin, TF,
and collapse temperatureTθ. We expect that scaling behavior
would be similar for these temperatures.

In a previous study12 that has examined theN dependence of
folding times,TF has been defined as the temperature at which
the probability of occupancy of the microscopic native confor-
mation is 0.5. Such a highly restrictive definition ofTF is not
physically meaningful. It is realized that the fluctuations in the
overlap function or the equilibrium fraction of native contacts
are more appropriate quantities for definingTF.17,20,30 The
physically relevant definition, which also coincides with the
experimental definitions, is based on the notion of the native
state as acollection of structurally similar conformations
belonging to the native basin of attraction (NBA).

III. Results

We have monitored the length dependence of the folding
timesτF, which register folding of the entire native structure,
as well asτF

bb, which is the average first passage time to the
folded backbone. The characteristic U-shape for the temperature
dependence ofτF noted for optimized sequences11 is also found
for τF

bb (Figure 3). Over the range of temperatures, whereτF

remains roughly constant,τF ≈ τF
bb. However, this is not the

case at low and high temperatures (see below). The extent of
the plateau region inT is larger for GM1 (Figure 3). Narrow
shape of the temperature dependence ofτF for GM2 resembles
that computed for the random sequence without side chains
(Figure 3 in ref 11). In the rest of the paper we focus on the
variations of the folding times atTmin ≈ TF.

The N-dependence of folding times obtained by four types
of MC move sets for GM1 atT ) Tmin is presented in Figure
4. The number of targets used forN ) 9, 15, 18, 24, 28, 32,
and 40 are 100, 50, 50, 20, 17, 15, and 15, respectively. For
MS1 the calculations were performed only up toN ) 32.
Ergodic move sets (i.e., SMS, MS2, and MS3), which efficiently
sample the conformational space, were used forN ) 40.

It is well known that MS1 based on single monomer corner
and tail flips is not ergodic.29 Consequently, the folding rates
obtained using MS1 are not reliable. For GM1 we computedλ
) 3.7 ( 0.3, 3.6( 0.2, and 3.6( 0.2 for MS2, MS3, and
SMS, respectively (Figure 4). The power law also holds for
folding of the backbone withλbb ≈ λ at the simulation
temperaturesTmin. Interestingly, exponentsλ andλbb obtained
by the three ergodic move sets are almost the same, which
establishes the robustness of our results. Because the scaling
exponentλ for Go LMSC models is higher than for those
without SCs,11,12 we assume that dense packing of side chains
creates additional barriers to folding. We also note thatλ for
GM1 sequences is in the range proposed by Thirumalai for fast
folding sequences.7

Side chains alterλ values for GM2 with realistic interactions.
It is still possible to fit the folding times obtained for GM2
using a power law with the large exponentλ ≈ 6.5( 0.4, which
is similar to that reported for random sequences without side

Figure 2. Characteristic U-shape dependence of the folding timeτF

on temperature measured in the units of the folding temperatureTF for
the LMSC sequence A (N ) 15) studied in ref 17.TF is computed
using multiple histogram method as the temperature, at which the
fluctuations in the overlap function reach maximum. The temperature
at which τF is minimum isTmin ) 1.07TF. An observation thatTF ≈
Tmin may be used for crude estimation ofTF for a large dataset of
sequences. An almost flat region in the vicinity ofTF is indicated by a
dotted box15 (see also Figure 3).

Figure 3. Temperature dependence ofτF and τF
bb for N ) 18 GM1

and GM2 sequences, both of which share the same native conformation.
Data are obtained using MS3. The arrows indicateTmin, the temperature
at whichτF is minimal. The GM2 sequences have a narrower plateau
region than GM1. Therefore, GM2 sequences are not as well optimized
as GM1.

Figure 4. Scaling ofτF andτF
bb for GM1 atT ) Tmin. The results are

shown for all four types of MC move sets. The solid symbols indicate
folding times for the entire sequenceτF, the open ones represent
backbone folding timesτF

bb. Straight solid and dotted lines are
corresponding power law fits. Scalings ofτF and τF

bb are virtually
identical, i..e,λ ≈ λbb. The scaling exponents for the MS1 move set
differ substantially from the others, which reflects its inherent lack of
ergodicity. The results are averaged over 100, 50, 50, 20, 17, 15, and
15 target conformations forN ) 9, 15, 18, 24, 28, 32, and 40,
respectively.
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chains.11 Because the same target conformations for both GM1
and GM2 simulations have been used, the large difference in
exponents is due to the diversity of interactions. Thus, our study
shows that, even though GM2 sequences exhibit two-state
folding, heterogeneity in the interactions between side chains
(as in GM2) adds roughness to the underlying energy landscape.
Furthermore, side chain packing also introduces enhanced
topological frustration compared to LMs without side chains.
As a consequence scaling behavior of those sequences resembles
that of random sequences without side chains.11 In fact, for
random sequences without side chains, Gutin et al had not ruled
out the possibility of exponential scaling.11

From the physical viewpoint, largeλ values are indicative
of an activated process with a free energy barrier scaling slower
than N.10 In particular, using the proposal that the activation
barrier scales asxN,7 we find thatτF for GM2 can be fit byτF

∼ eâxN (see Figure 5). Recent analysis of experimental data
also suggests that the barrier height scales asNR with R ) 0.607
( 0.179,6 which is consistent withxN7 or N2/310 scaling.

Although the scaling exponents are the same for all three
ergodic move sets, the folding times vary. The dependence of
τF

SMS/τF
MS2, andτF

SMS/τF
MS3 on N for GM1 shows that the folding

times obtained by the standard move set SMS20 are about twice
as long as those for MS2 and MS3. BecauseτF

SMS/τF
MS3 > τF

SMS/
τF

MS2, we conclude that the MS3 dynamics is the most efficient
for folding in LMs. This is not unexpected, because MS3
incorporates flexible choice of multimeric moves, which ef-
ficiently sample local conformational space.

Both GM1 and GM2 show that there are no significant
differences in the time scales for backbone and side chain
folding in the plateau temperature range, i.e.,τF

bb/τF ∼ O (1)
(Figure 3). However, outside this temperature rangeτF

bb starts
to deviate significantly fromτF. Of particular interest are the
temperaturesT < TF, where NBA is populated. At low
temperatures (T/TF is relatively small) the backbone ordering
occurs considerably faster than does the folding of side chains.
The rate determining step is associated with side chain order-
ing, which might involve transitions over barriers of varying
heights. Thus, there may be a relatively narrow temperature
window (for example, 0.9j T/TF j 1.2 in Figure 2), in which
τF

bb ≈ τF.

IV. Conclusions

We have studied the scaling properties of Go lattice sequences
with SCs using four different types of Monte Carlo moves. The
exponents in the power laws describing the scaling of folding
times with sequence lengthN are sensitive to the ergodicity of
the move sets and interaction details.11 The move set MS3,
which is based on flexible selection of multimeric moves, is
found to be the most efficient for studying folding in LMs.
Strong dependence of folding times for LMSC on sequence
length is attributed to side chain packing. The presence of side
chains interacting via diverse potentials gives rise to intrinsic
roughness in the underlying energy landscape.
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